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About Oradian

Oradian is a financial inclusion company serving financial institutions in remote, hard-to-reach communities. Using insights from our community of customers, we build a cloud-based toolset that smart financial institutions plug into to access best practice and efficiency.

Enabling financial inclusion

Our toolset enables financial institutions to drive financial inclusion by delivering three main business benefits:

1. Efficiency with automatic, simplified administration
2. Informed decision-making with real-time reporting
3. Reach more clients without incremental costs

With Oradian, financial institutions have the tools they need to know and control their portfolios.

You grow, we grow

Oradian provides access to our toolset on an annual subscription basis, eliminating the financial barriers that stand between financial institutions and technology. The subscription is based on the number of clients the financial institution serves. As the financial institution grows and serves more clients using our toolset, Oradian grows.

A growing global community

Oradian’s global community is made up of over 50 financial institutions in seven countries with a concentration in the Philippines and Nigeria. Collectively, Oradian’s partnering financial institutions provide access to financial services for over one million end-clients.

Global and in-market teams

Oradian is a team of fintech experts from a unique combination of industries: microfinance, financial inclusion and technology. We are a quickly growing team of 70+ that services our global community from our local in-market offices in Nigeria and the Philippines as well as our head office in Zagreb, Croatia.